Treat yourself to brilliant
design and Phonak technology

Improved hearing in noise

The Phonak Audéo S III makes zooming
even more effective by mimicking the way sound
is perceived and heard.
Exclusive Phonak Audéo S III technology allows
zooming:
UltraZoom Standard
In noisy situations with several
people facing you, UltraZoom
automatically zooms in on
their voices. Noise from the
side and back is reduced.

Life is on
We are sensitive to the needs of everyone
who depends on our knowledge, ideas
and care. And by creatively challenging
the limits of technology, we develop
innovations that help people hear,
understand and experience more of
life’s rich soundscapes.
Interact freely. Communicate
with confidence. Live without limit.
Life is on.

Your hearing-care professional:

www.phonak-us.com
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Phonak was first to introduce zoom technology
to enhance hearing in challenging hearing
situations.

Choose from 3 awardwinning designs
To suit your personal preferences, Audéo S III
offers tasteful combinations of design and color.
You will be surprised at how discreet your new
hearing aids are. Audéo S III is easy to use, has won
four design awards and is built to last.
Audéo S MINI is the smallest
Phonak ever, it hides behind your
ear. It is so tiny and automatic
you can just wear it and forget it.
Audéo S SMART is the world's
smallest hearing system that
wirelessly connects to TV, telephone
and MP3 players. It’s for you if you
want top performance with manual
control and unlimited connectivity.
Audéo S YES wirelessly connects to
TV, telephone and MP3 players. Its
design has won multiple awards. If
you enjoy expressing your individual
taste, you will love its unique style.
Vibrant? Discreet? That’s totally up to you. Different
models come in different color combinations.

Choose to be connected
With Phonak wireless accessories, multimedia
entertainment, communication and work is
much more fun. TV, telephone, MP3 player, GPS
and computers can be enjoyed effortlessly.
Pairing the Phonak TVLink with your Audéo S III
(SMART and YES models) brings TV sound directly
to your ears, so you and your family can adjust the
volume separately and enjoy watching TV together.
Please ask your hearing-care professional
to show you what the amazing Phonak wireless
accessories can do.

Choose best performance for
full life needs
Your benefits

Product features

Understanding
Understanding speech
speech
Enjoy a fuller spectrum of audible sounds.

SoundRecover

Understanding
Understanding in
in background
background noise
noise
Automatically zoom on voices in the front and
cut down noise from the sides and the back.

UltraZoom
Standard

Experience comfortable hearing.

NoiseBlock

Understanding
Understanding on
on the
the phone
phone and
and other
other devices
devices
Connect directly to mobile phones, TVs,
MP3 players, etc.

iCom, TVLink,
Click'nTalk

Adapting
Adapting to
to changing
changing environments
environments
Enjoy seamless automatic adaptation.

SoundFlow
Standard

Reduce annoying whistling.

WhistleBlock

